
MASAL. I T GRAMMAR

INTRODUCTIOH

This is a study based mainly on my own fisU research in Dar

Masallt, W. Sudan In 1979-80 and 1982-83. Where they have seemed

relevant and helpful I have added footnotes of material from R. Davles'

manuscript notes on Masai It from the 1920s, I. Yahya' s MA thesis on

Masallt grammar and P.Doornbos' manuscript Masallt word list (all kindly

provided by Dr. Doornbos), J.Arkell's scanty manuscript material on

Masallt (at S.O.A.S. library, London), G.Trenga's grammar of Maba,

J.Lukas* articles on Maba, R.C. Stevenson's material on Masallt as

summar I zed 1 n Tucker and Bryan and P . Nougayro 1 's article on Klbet and

discussions with him about Alkl CRunga*) and Klbet.

Informants:

Abdulhafiz Umar Sharllf, Uthman Musa Abdurrahman Sharllf, Muhammad

Umar Sharllf (male high school students of Daju ancestry, of Hablla

Kanare, east of Genelna), Blshara Ahmad Abdullah Hussein (male student

of peasant farming family of Mogorne) , Abdulazlz Abubakr Yaqub (male

student of Hablla), Adam Goro (male artisan, 26, of Hablla Kajanglse),

Abajuma (male farmer, Illiterate, 30s, of Llblrl, east of Genelna),

Hadlja (female farmer, wife of Abajuma, of Llblri), Kultuma and Ajda

(female teenagers, Illiterate, farmers, of Llblri). All the information

was gathered largely through the medium of Arabic in the village of

Llblri (where I stayed with friends) , or In Genelna (where I was a

teacher of English in the high school).

The language (autonym kana aasara) :

Masallt, a language of the Maba group of the Nllo-Saharan ensemble.

Is spoken mainly In Dar Masallt, the western district of Dar Fur, Sudan,

and in the east of Wadal, Chad. It Is also spoken In a few migrant

communities In the east of Sudan and around Myala, Dar Fur.

There seems to be a dlglossla in Masallt as the Masallt distinguish

between 'light' and 'heavy' language: kana walwala and kana icre.
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According to my informants the 'light* language is used in the home and

in the market, makes use of only a few of the simplest tenses and

borrows without restraint from colloquial Sudanese Arabic, the lingua

franca of the towns and villages where the different non-Arabic tribes

mix , The ' heavy * 1 anguage 1 s perc e I ved as be I ng more soph 1 s 1 1 ca ted

,

using more complex grammatical constructions and a wider range of verbal

tenses, with fewer loan words: It Is used by the higher ranks of the

people - the sultan, his clansfolk <aabo) , the flrshas ('mayors' of

villages) and Is said to be spoken more widely by the people In the

south of Dar Masallt (who are thus perceived to have an 'upper class'

accent). My Informants were not In agreement as to whether It was a

prestige symbol alone (and that there Is a true dlglossla In Masallt),

or that it was merely the dialect of the south of the Dar which had

acquired prestige through power. Apart from this my informants agreed

that there were three 'dialects' of Masallt: northern (spoken to the

north and east of Genelna) and western (spoken by the Masallt of Wadal,

Chad), which both frequently substitute /k/ for /t/ In verbal suffixes,

and southern (spoken south of Genelna around Mlstere and Hablla

Kajanglsc). This concurs with the remark by Fresnel <p.22) that his

Informants (Abdallah Masselaatl and Abdallah of Waara) said that there

were 'no less than three Masallt dialects'. Fresnel gives no linguistic

data however. No other written sources mention dialects. This study Is

based on the southern dialect.

The language Is, like many other Sudanese languages, under pressure

from Arabic which, as well as being the commercial lingua franca, Is the

sole language of education. No local languages are encouraged by any

official Institution and the 1 r use Is actively dl scouraged In sc hoo 1 s

,

Their survival In the face of continuing ' arablsatlon' would seem to

depend on their remoteness from central government and the strength of

oral traditions, (see Doornbos' discussion of this situation In Dar Fur/

Wadal (1983)).

According to the estimate of Tucker & Bryan (1956) there are

approximately 27,000 Masallt; according to the 1955-6 census as quoted

in Directions In Sudanese Linguistics and Folklore (1975) there are

162,524 Masallt.
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